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Chapter 111 In Uproar 

Hearing these words, everyone was so shocked immediately. Even Allen's face turned gloomy. 

"My God, Jocelyn is too much! Even if she has grudges with Gloria, she shouldn’t be so cruel and kill an 

innocent child!" 

"Yeah, the child is innocent." 

"I didn't expect Jocelyn, such a gentle person, to be so vicious." 

Others began to talk about it. At this moment, in their eyes, Jocelyn was a hateful and vicious woman. 

Gloria was so pitiful. 

Gloria continued to moan, listening carefully to the talk around her, and paying attention to the changes 

in everyone's face. 

She was extremely proud of herself. 

She knew that Jocelyn was screwed up and completely failed today. 

Sara also thought so. She couldn't wait to see Jocelyn being kicked out of the house and even 

discredited. 

She really wanted to see with her own eyes, Jocelyn, this beautiful peacock, fell from a noble branch 

into the mud. 

Amidst the scolding, Jocelyn walked leisurely in front of the crowd and stood in the middle of the steps 

below, leaning on the railing and looking at Joseph, "Joseph, you can't go anywhere today. Honey, stop 

them two." 

Noah took a deep look at Jocelyn, but he didn't say anything. He just stretched out to block Joseph. 

The surrounding discussions were a bit harsh. Jocelyn lightly pinched the pinna of her right ear, and then 

flipped the ponytail on her right shoulder to the back of her head. 

"What did she say? Her sister is already like this, but she still won't let her go?" 

"I've never seen such a vicious person. Her sister is bleeding, but she can still laugh." 

"Is she insane? How vicious she and her husband are! Are they trying to kill Gloria?" 

Everyone 

coldly and raised his voice, "Until things are clarified, 

anything, Noah saw it through and probably knew what 

Otherwise, I’ll kick your ass!" 

murderous look flashed in his eyes, which was enough to make people 



his aura 

way!" Allen scolded coldly, then turned to look at Jocelyn fiercely, 

Gloria like this? Even if Gloria hurt her in the past, she 

to block them without saying a 

started calling the police. Some people 

like knives, falling on 

the eyes could kill people, Jocelyn would be killed many 

eyes were red with anger. He looked 

didn't say a word, but continued 

raised his foot, 

dodged and 

next second, Joseph quickly 

fell down first. Joseph pressed himself on top of her. She gasped in pain, "It hurts... It hurts. I want to go 

to the hospital. Noah, why are you doing 

indifferent as an outsider, as if the person who 

"Help... Help me!" 

"Help!" Gloria continued. 

you going too far? Your wife is killing people now! Are you still indulging her?" In the crowd, Gloria's 

uncle scolded 

"Well, even if she kills people, I'm still 

Gloria’s uncle was speechless. 

are inhumane! 

outside, "Someone! Come and take 

Jocelyn smiled. The 

next second, she walked to Gloria and Joseph and then she 

hand, and quickly reached 

exclaimed, "What are 

Chapter 112 Incompetent Fury 

Gloria trembled. She could already guess what would happen next. 



"What are you talking about?" Gloria pretended to be weak, lying on the floor, her eyes trembling. 

The people who had been condemning Jocelyn all the time shut their mouths. Everyone looked at the 

blood bag in Jocelyn's hand with a look of disbelief. 

No need to ask, they already had the answer. 

"Jocelyn, what the hell are you trying to do? Your sister is bleeding. We have to hurriedly send her to the 

hospital. What is that in your hands?" Sara shouted. 

"What is that in my hands? It's the evidence that Gloria pretended to have a miscarriage to frame me." 

Jocelyn narrowed her eyes. She threw the blood bag on Joseph who was on the floor. 

Then she looked up at everyone, "You guys must already know the answer. That's right. It's just like 

what you think." 

Joseph didn't care about Gloria anymore. He climbed up from the floor with difficulty and looked down 

at Gloria coldly. His eyes were red because of anger. 

"See what this is?" After speaking, Jocelyn let go of Gloria, turned on her mobile phone, found a 

surveillance video, and then pointed the screen of the mobile phone at everyone and clicked it to play. 

Soon, everything just upstairs was replaying on the phone. 

What Gloria said and did was clearly made public. 

There was an uproar at the scene. Everyone turned their attention to Gloria. 

"Holy shit! If I were Jocelyn, I could kill her." 

"Did she actually never get pregnant from the beginning to the end? Then she is cheating Joseph? The 

Stewart family is too unlucky, right?" 

"I think Jocelyn is the unluckiest, right? Such a mean sister thinks to hurt her every day." 

chatter, 

afterwards, Jocelyn 

word that came into her ears made her feel at ease 

more broken down, as if she had seen a ghost. Did Jocelyn actually put the camera at the scene 

she feel that all this was Jocelyn's tricks? Jocelyn seemed to have known that she would be framed like 

this, so she arranged everything on the spot 

nonsense. Yes, I... I want to frame her. But I'm really pregnant. If you don't believe me, go to 

was completely impatient and walked 

departure, Gloria felt like that she 

Jocelyn made her gnash her teeth. Now, she wanted to 

have had a miscarriage just now, 



turned her attention to Hendrix Barker, the personal doctor that Allen had just 

feeling the pulse. Please check my sister. In order to be fair, my husband 

calm and confident throughout 

Gloria heard this, she was immediately cowardly. Her 

his hand directly 

instructions, Hendrix 

was not good, 

turned Gloria around and pressed her to the floor. Hendrix took the opportunity to control her hands 

greatly. He glanced at everyone and 

this, Noah raised his eyebrows slightly. He glanced at Jocelyn and 

gloomy. In an instant, Gloria became the target of public 

of condemning began to spread 

He supported the railing weakly with one hand, looked at Gloria and scolded, "You 

kind Gloria was to 

him in the 

friends were here. 
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"They are sisters. But why are they so different? Jocelyn is so decent. Why is Gloria this kind of person?" 

"Maybe it's because their mother's background is different." 

"Jocelyn is very generous, polite and decent." 

These words made Sara almost explode with anger, but she couldn't refute it. 

She could only grit her teeth and try her best to look angry. She pulled Gloria up, raised her hand and 

slapped her hard. 

Gloria felt it hurt. But Sara felt more painful. 

Gloria didn’t resist at all. She just let Sara slap her like this. Because she knew very well that this time, it 

was impossible for her mother not to beat her. 

"You bastard! I really didn't expect you to do such a thing. Didn't you promise us that you will get along 

well with Joyce in the future?" 

"You forget it? You really shame on our entire family!" 



"Gloria, what else is there that you dare not do?" 

After saying that, Sara raised her hand, and slapped Gloria several times in a row. 

Gloria's mouth was full of blood. Her face was swollen. 

Jocelyn was like a bystander, standing next to Noah, watching it and feeling good. 

That was great! 

It was really cool. 

So cheerful. 

So thrilled. 

far more fun than doing it by 

just let Sara 

and on the other hand, it was because 

of luck never help her? Why 

and pointed at her 

angry but she 

covered her face timidly, lowered her head and 

The play was over. 

and looked at others, "Sorry, because this little episode that shouldn't have happened 

very unpleasant, I still hope that you can return to your original positions now. Let's 

moment, everyone admired Jocelyn even more. Everyone gave her 

don't need to apologize to us. After all, it's not you who is looking 

to your position. I’m so sorry." Allen 

they discussed it 

coldly, "Go and entertain 

speaking, he looked at Jocelyn still with a serious face, "Joyce, 

took the lead and went upstairs, and then called the police and 911, saying not to come to his house to 

pick up people and it was 

find you later." Jocelyn looked at the man beside her with a smile, 

hand and rubbed her 

made 



at them, so she didn't say anything. 

followed Allen into 

closed the door with a serious face, then walked to the expensive red sandalwood 

Jocelyn stood opposite him. 

the surveillance camera at home?" Allen asked directly, "When did you know that Gloria was not 

pregnant at all? You seem to have come prepared, not like that you just found it 

flipped her ponytail behind her and said truthfully, "Actually, I already knew it, but I didn't want to 

expose her, so 

about Gloria, I was afraid that she would use this to frame me, so I was always on guard against her. I 

carried a few sticky invisible 

worried about what she would do to me, so I put the camera in the place ahead of time. I was afraid 

that I couldn't explain clearly if 

it out? And why didn't you 

announced that she was pregnant, I suspected that she was not pregnant at all, just in order not to lose 

Joseph. Maybe she deliberately bribed 

Chapter 114 Incompetent Fury 

Jocelyn didn't speak, just held Allen quietly. 

"I just feel sorry for you." Jocelyn's eyes were slightly red. 

"Don't say such things." Allen let go of Jocelyn gently, "Since she was falsely pregnant, why was she not 

found when she was in lockup?" 

Allen couldn't figure this out a bit. She could bribe a doctor outside. But when she was in the lockup, 

how could she bribe a doctor in such a short period of time? 

"Maybe she bribed the person who was responsible for drawing the blood." Jocelyn also thought about 

it at the time. 

Since Gloria had no chance to contact others after she was brought the police car, there was no 

possibility of asking others for help. 

Then the only possibility was that she promised the person who was in charge of the blood test at that 

time, and that person was attracted by the huge temptation she proposed for him. 

After Gloria came out, Jocelyn secretly hacked Gloria's mobile phone and found that after she was 

released from prison, she transferred 1.5 million to an account. 

So, Jocelyn was completely sure of her thoughts. 

"She's really capable!" Allen snorted coldly, then once again looked at Jocelyn lovingly, "You've done a 

really good job. Others would definitely report her fake pregnancy, but you didn’t." 



"I don’t want you to be angry." Jocelyn smiled. 

In fact, the real reason was that she felt that it would be better let Gloria come out and continue to 

make trouble. 

After the trouble was over, just send her into the jail again. 

It didn't affect anything at all. 

Moreover, she bribed and deceived law enforcement officers, then the punishment would be heavier. 

"Are you okay?" Jocelyn asked. 

"I want to be alone for a while." 

"Then I'll accompany you." 

leave me alone." Allen was so upset by Gloria that he just wanted to be alone for 

if you have 

Allen nodded. 

got up slowly 

outside the door, heard everything 

it but didn't expose it was because she expected that she would 

her best to recall 

wedding date. That night she went to 

she didn't think there was anything wrong. But now she 

approaching, Gloria let go of the door panel and hid directly 

went out, the 

murderous look in Gloria's eyes 

ignored her, turned around and walked 

her quickly, grabbed her hand fiercely at the entrance of the stairs, lowered her voice, and gritted her 

teeth, "You really pretend 

happen today, so you deliberately planned it. The purpose is to make me embarrassed today, and make 

the 

coldly, "Yes. Are you not convinced? If so, just hold it 

rose again. Such a response seemed to be 

if I didn’t do anything today, I would be tricked by you. This plan wouldn’t be successful 

her plan was not perfect. But when she saw Jocelyn's surveillance video, she 



and had 

corner of her mouth gradually deepened, 

in my hands." Gloria raised her 

her wrist, "Then 

and swollen face, "If you want Dad to 

Gloria was instantly dumbfounded. 

but she couldn’t vent 

like a gas tank on the 

bitch! Didn't I just do such 

Chapter 115 Incompetent Fury 

"Not yet." A female voice came over the phone. 

"Continue the investigation!!! I said I would reward you with 1.5 million if you found it out. Now I will 

reward you with 2 million!!!" Then she hung up the phone. 

Then Gloria called Joseph again. This time, she was reminded that Joseph’s phone was powered off. 

She knew that Joseph had blacklisted her. She wanted to go back to the Stewart mansion immediately, 

but she also knew that the Stewart family would definitely be angry. So it would not be good for her to 

go back. 

Besides, she still didn't know how things would develop and whether she had to get into the jail again. 

She must run away now. 

Then she could let her mother deal with the rest of the matter and try to find a way to solve these 

affairs. 

Thinking of this, she began to pack her luggage quickly. Although the dress in her was covered in blood, 

she didn't care. 

Even though she was packing her luggage, the image of herself being played by Jocelyn like a fool 

continued to pop into her mind. 

Thinking of it, she couldn't calm down at all. She became more and more irritable! 

"Damn it!!!!" She growled as she was quickly folding her clothes. 

She was going crazy! ! ! She was really going crazy! ! ! Why was she so unlucky? 

When Jocelyn walked downstairs, everything had returned to normal. 

The guests were eating. Sara was greeting the guests as usual. 

She looked as if nothing had happened, and still had a smile on her face. 



Jocelyn was also used to Sara’s shameless. 

So Jocelyn turned her attention to the man. 

Although there were so many people, she could find the man at a glance. 

Everyone was talking to each other, but he was the only one who was alone, looking still cool and cold, 

with his own estrangement. 

His sitting posture was the most upright among all the people on the scene. 

many young girls stared at 

moment, he slowly raised his head. His eyes fell on her 

In full view, he walked towards 

"It's over?" he asked. 

nodded lightly, "Are 

"Yeah." He replied lightly. 

with me and have a relax." Jocelyn 

"Don't eat?" Noah asked. 

an 

put the white fox fur coat on her shoulders, 

she saw Sara’s eyes. Sara’s face immediately turned gloomy, and she kept yelling at Jocelyn for being 

side by side. Their good look attracted many attentions. Many people envied 

was still no wind outside. 

it was a rare good 

stockings underneath. As soon as she went out, she quickly got into the red Maserati and 

got into the car from the other side, rolled down the window a little, and 

it between his slender fingertips and let it burn. Then he slowly turned 

Jocelyn smiled and said, "Do you remember the matter that Gloria went to the police station before? In 

fact, she was not pregnant at all. I suspect she bribed law enforcement officers. That's why she could 

say more, then 

was far higher than her 

he already understood, she smiled, "You are also smart. You can see through a lot of 

a man had both good looks 



he would shine in any 

able to succeed in the business world. Now, none of the 

thinking 

if you were in business world, what would the 

is going if I run the business?" He took 

most handsome man when smoking she had ever seen, which was elegant, noble, 

looking at him, it was 

handsome male protagonists in movies and TV 

youngest big boss in the business 

of me?" He narrowed his eyes slightly, 

a small smile could make Jocelyn 

you ever considered 

Chapter 116 Let's Get A Divorce 

With Gloria being taken away, Sara almost collapsed. 

The guests at the door were talking a lot. They didn't say anything good. They all condemned Gloria. 

Sara clenched her fists tightly, but said nothing. She just looked at Jocelyn's car viciously. 

Jocelyn turned a blind eye to Sara. Then she turned the car and left. 

"The Stewart family may be in uproar now." Noah spoke lightly. He slowly lit a cigarette, took a puff, and 

then slowly exhaled, leaning lazily against the back. 

"They deserve." Jocelyn smiled. 

While talking, the car came to the gate. Jocelyn stepped on the accelerator to the bottom. 

The car galloped away. 

In the Stewart mansion. 

The atmosphere at home was depressed. 

In the living room. 

Joseph, William, Archie, Bell and Phoebe were all sitting on the couch. 

Everyone pulled a long face. 

"What did you say? That girl doesn’t get pregnant and she cheated us? Such a thing happened at the 

banquet?" Archie looked at Joseph angrily, gnashing his teeth. 



"I didn't expect it. It seems that she should bribe the doctor in Clemency Hospital. Otherwise, it is 

impossible to make a false report under our nose." Joseph said. He clenched his fists. 

He was already on the verge of exploding. Today, because of Gloria, he was embarrassed again. If this 

incident spread, others would laugh at him. 

How did he fall in love with such a shameless woman? Why was he seduced by such a woman? 

had sex with such 

daughter-in-law of our family. 

was pregnant with the child, how could she 

Gloria had no child at all, there was no 

to do it too." 

woman go out of our house! She can’t get anything! Let 

"Okay." Joseph nodded respectfully. 

Gloria directly to tell her about the 

answered 

"I have already told my parents about our affairs. 

bother me anymore." Joseph 

police that your wife didn’t get pregnant. Now she is taken to the police station by us." There was a cold 

and serious man's voice 

expectations. He wasn’t surprised at all. His face remained unchanged, "Don't tell me 

will be sent to prison and remember to 

the phone, Gloria, who was sitting next to the policeman in the police car speeding along the 

outcome, hearing Joseph said it himself, she still collapsed. Her tears came 

divorce you!!! I won't divorce you!!!" 

humbly, "I was wrong. Can you forgive me? Joseph, forgive me... I don't dare anymore. I promise 

was no response on 

there was beep sounds on the 

she could still hear it clearly. She felt that she seemed to be pushed into the 

to lose Joseph. She loved Joseph. She loved his elegant demeanor and his family 

of 

how much affection and youth 



could it all come to an 

really ended, she would definitely 

secretly jealous of her would 

about it, she felt that she was about to collapse, and the tears 

Jocelyn! 
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Seeing that the situation was not good, Sara fell down immediately, kneeling on the floor, covering her 

chest and gasping for breath. She looked so painful. 

Allen heard the sound and turned around immediately. 

Seeing it, he immediately strode back to her, carefully helped her up, and asked with concern, "Are you 

alright?" 

Sara covered her chest and shook her head, "No... No, my wound hurts again. Maybe I was too 

emotional just now." 

Allen softened, "Then I'll help you go back to rest first." 

Sara shook her head, crying, "I don't want to go back to rest. I think I should die. What's the point of my 

life when I live like this?" 

"Honey, I really understand a lot of things now. From my standpoint, on the one hand, I really hate her. 

Why is she so stubborn? She promised me that she won't target Joyce. Why has she gone so far? I think 

she should be punished by the law." 

"But on the other hand, I feel uncomfortable and reluctant to bear it. After all, she is my daughter... I 

can't let it go." 

"I'm really uncomfortable. I might as well die. I think I should have died when I blocked the knife for you 

that day. I won’t have to suffer this if I die." 

Sara choked up. 

Hearing it, Allen felt moved. His tone became soft, "But this matter, she has gone too far. I have to teach 

her a lesson, otherwise she will make more mistakes in the future." 

"Then find a way to get her sentence reduced. I also don't want to let her come out now. Let her stay in 

the jail for a while. Do you think it is okay?" Sara said again. 

Since Allen was unwilling, it was better to take a step back. Sara firmly believed that her tearful 

statement would definitely move Allen. 

After all, he had always felt guilty because of her blocking the knife for him. 

"I'll think about it." Allen frowned helplessly. 



"Really?" Sara immediately hugged Allen and asked excitedly. 

After saying that, she leaned against Allen weakly, panting, "Honey, I really have no strength. Can you 

help me back to my room?" 

nodded, and carefully helped 

down immediately. She held her forehead with one hand, "Oh, no, I can't walk. I felt so dizzy. Probably 

because the wound hasn't 

up. His face became gentler, "I'll carry you 

a coquettish and weak smile, clinging to him, "Thank you. You haven't 

study with Sara in 

laughed. The smile on 

soon as Jocelyn and Noah went upstairs, they ran into 

Sara's proud face, Jocelyn 

directly held the man beside her, walked to them, and politely 

to come back because she was 

current situation, she knew that she had nothing to worry 

she should be worried 

already persuaded Dad to help 

many losses, 

everything, but she still 

wouldn't let Sara 

Sara isn't feeling well. I have to take care of her. If you guys have nothing to do, just go play by 

yourselves and leave us alone." Allen 

Dad, take 

around and left 

in the car, her cell phone vibrated. It was Paige. Jocelyn put on her earphones, answered the 

she said, "Paige, 

Joseph has already filed for divorce from Gloria, and his attitude is very firm." Paige said on the 

Jocelyn smiled, "Divorce?" 

station to do some work. 

in a good mood when she heard 



"I see." Jocelyn said. 

the phone and stepped on 

the side. Even if he didn't speak, he still had 

Chapter 118 Watching the Show 

After the phone call, Edith sent another message with the address and time. 

She said that she would have someone send Jocelyn an invitation. 

Jocelyn directly replied okay. 

Although Edith didn't say which show it was, Jocelyn knew it. 

It was Chanel in Wecreau. 

Ryan and other popular stars of X Entertainment received invitations. 

On such occasions, the people who could go were celebrities, nobles, and popular stars. 

Three days later. 

After getting off work, Jocelyn hurried back home, powdered her face, and then walked into the dazzling 

walk-in closet and put on the dress she had prepared in advance. 

Black wavy hair draped over her shoulders naturally. 

She wore a white sleeveless knee-length dress with black fur and a diamond necklace around her neck, 

which looked noble and pure. 

With a pair of silver stiletto heels and a black Hermès limited edition bag, after confirming that her 

overall look was all right, Jocelyn took the invitation letter printed with the word Chanel and went 

downstairs directly. 

Driving the dazzling red Maserati sports car, she rushed to the location of the Chanel show. 

Because she didn't need to take photos, she went directly into the show. 

The show was as warm as spring. 

The huge space was arranged in a European-style court style, with gorgeous crystal lamps, just like an 

ancient European court. 

The background music was a beautiful piano piece, which made people feel extremely comfortable. 

Almost none of the people at the scene spoke, so the sound of the music was particularly clear. 

but many people had already sat 

all celebrities and stars wearing 

an exclusive photographer by their side, taking 



seat was in the first row, number 8. She quickly found her seat and 

few acquaintances, she lowered her head and started playing 

over and held her hand intimately, "Joyce, it has been a while. Why do I 

would definitely have plastic surgery according 

why she liked Jocelyn was first because she saved her life, and second 

she was in her forties, she looked so young. There were 

wore the delicate makeup. If others didn't look carefully, they would only think that she was in 

was not absolutely beautiful, it looked very 

she was laughing, it made people feel gentle and 

There is no need to have plastic surgery. If I am at your age, I will be 

like being praised by others. When Jocelyn praised her like this, Edith immediately smiled, "You’re so 

sweet. Although I know you are 

"I’m just telling the 

you..." Edith smiled more 

said a few words, then the others around 

looked down at the time. 

and Edith, they came over to say hello and asked to take a photo 

them cooperated 

Outside the show. 

the professional photographers around him and the work team 

a black suit with a white shirt and black 

was walking on a pair of black leather shoes, and his hair 

of 

with his unparalleled face, he attracted the attention of 

photographers couldn't wait to 

handsome. No matter 

smiled gently and continued to pose for the camera, 

am immersed in your handsome appearance every day, unable to extricate myself." The photographer 

said 



Chapter 119 Watching the Show 

Ryan cooperated with them. 

After it was over, he walked into the show accompanied by the photographer. 

A few people led by Bella immediately followed. 

Everyone was amazed. 

Now the big show had begun. 

In the whole space, there was only the light above the runway. The whole world was dark, but the light 

on the runway was dazzling. 

A group of models were showing the clothes in the most professional manner on the stage. 

At the moment, it was all female clothes. 

But even if the light was not good, Ryan still attracted the attention of countless people. 

Everyone couldn't help but set their eyes on him, and everyone's eyes were full of surprises. 

Seeing Ryan searching, Bella immediately came close to him and said enthusiastically, "Ryan, are you 

looking for your seat? What is the number? I can help you." 

"No need." Ryan responded lightly, but he didn’t look at her anymore. His eyes locked directly on 

Jocelyn who was chatting with Edith. A smile appeared on the corner of his mouth. 

"Ryan, can we be Weibo friends? You should have an impression of me, right? I went to the backstage to 

see you a few times during your concerts and fans meeting. I'm Bella. Stewart Food Group is my family 

company…” 

"I'm sorry." Ryan smiled politely. When he finished, his eyes quickly swept around the surroundings, and 

then fixed on Jocelyn. He walked towards her step by step. 

His indifference greatly disappointed Bella. This was not the first time she had been rejected by him. 

When she went to his fans meeting and concerts before, she had been to the backstage to ask for 

autographs. She would also introduce herself every time. 

He satisfied those small requests every time, but he refused to be Weibo friend with her. 

He seemed polite and gentleman to those fans, but in fact he was alienated. 

also knew that although 

felt a little lost. She was the little princess of the Stewart 

take her 

in the entertainment industry like Ryan. When most of those stars saw them, the rich 

in the events and those stars heard that she was 



them that she liked Ryan more and wanted to 

the stars hang in the sky, which was always more 

to Jocelyn under everyone’s 

of ebony bergamot came to the nose. Jocelyn slowly 

moment their eyes met, Ryan showed a gentle and 

obviously very dim, but at this moment, Jocelyn felt 

whole world became brighter, and the 

such magic power. When he smiled, he looked better than any male stars in the entertainment 

did you come at 

took a while. It took a while to take pictures outside." Ryan said 

silently taking 

cordially with each other and attracted many attentions. The fans of Ryan at the 

to Ryan. They talked together, looking 

who was still standing not far away, 

like this. His attitude towards her seemed to be gentle and polite, but 

him to Jocelyn? He looked 

years, it was the first 

TV dramas, he would deliberately keep a 

way Ryan treated Jocelyn was exactly what 

and following him everywhere for so long, wasn't it just 

Jocelyn do 

that Ryan treats 

time. It's the first time I've seen Ryan treat 

joked with 

words made Bella 
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Chapter 120 Ryan, Do You Like Her? 

There were only their side faces in the picture. Because of the angle, Jocelyn's head in the picture was 

almost resting on Ryan's shoulder. 



Her hair was scattered on the one side, which was just facing the camera. Most of her side face was 

covered by her hair, so others couldn't see her face clearly, but she had an excellent temperament. 

Ryan looked at the runway with no expression on his face, looking a little indifferent. 

At this time, the fans group of 300 people was instantly exploding. 

"???? Who is this woman? Don't touch Ryan!!!" 

"Is it alright to stay away from Ryan? Who is this bitch?" 

"Alright, Ryan is indeed so popular. No matter where he goes, there is someone who wants to cling to 

him. But what's wrong with this woman? Her head is resting on Ryan's shoulders?" 

"How dare she lean on his shoulder openly?” 

"Damn, why are you showing me this? My eyes. Give you one minute and tell me what's going on?" 

Looking at the anger that was about to overflow the screen on the phone, Bella sneered in satisfaction. 

She added this fan group a long time ago. The people in the group were all fans of Ryan, and were 

extremely fanatic. 

Each of them regarded Ryan as their personal exclusive. Whoever got a little closer to Ryan would be 

considered that she wanted to seduce Ryan. Then they would scold the girl so harshly. 

What impressed Bella most was that this group of people cyberbullied a female director who wanted to 

hook up Ryan on the set. They even checked out the director’s address, and sent blades and blood dolls 

to her. 

Bella hadn't said something here for a long time. But today she knew that this picture had to be sent 

here to get the greatest response. 

"As far as I know, this woman is the eldest daughter of the chairman of Murphy Properties Group, 

Jocelyn Murphy." 

person hooking up with Ryan with my own eyes. The picture 

woman’s company, so Ryan 

I can't watch it anymore. I felt already 

said this, the fans in the group 

I remembered when Faraday Apartments opened, Ryan was performing on the stage, and this woman 

looked at him 

remember this woman. She is pretty, but I didn't expect her to be so disgusting. She signed with Ryan 

just 

must be 

the screen with satisfaction, clicked to exit directly, and then changed her 



after that had nothing to do with herself. Because those people would help her 

for doing all this was not only 

mess, she wanted to teach Jocelyn a lesson. But there were too many things at home before, so she 

didn't have the time at 

was behind the incident, she firmly 

lot of normal fans, but more brainless fans. 

a problem for them 

time, 

Edith, Ryan and the others out of the show, 

whole world turned into snow 

of cold wind blew, which was 

instant, goose bumps appeared on the fair 

She just 

snowflakes, as soft as goose feathers, fell on top of 

stand still, looked at Jocelyn with a gentle smile, and asked, 

rubbed her hands, "No, I really have to go back 

me to drive 

We 

to speak, "Ryan, it's 

him, then waved at 


